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PUMPKIN PATCH - FAILED RETAILING BASICS
 

As a funds manager that conducts the research function much of what I research never ends up
as an investment in portfolios. Inevitable given exceptional companies are the minority and one
will uncover many undesirables along the way.

So when Pumpkin Patch, a company that was previously researched and dropped, ends up in
receivership it’s often interesting to take a look in the rear view mirror to see what was uncovered
that caused me to not invest. And the reason is not something I have heard others talk about nor
covered in the media.

Pumpkin Patch, a designer and retailer of kids and maternity clothes, became a target to
research in 2010 on the back of a significant decline in the share price. Such a price decline
can indicate value if the enterprise is fundamentally sound.

A quick scan of the financials raised plenty of questions around rapidly rising debt, rampant
store expansion and a $27 million GAAP loss for the prior 2009 financial year. Looking for an
excuse to get along to one of the stores as a customer I shoulder-tapped my nearest and
dearest and asked what she needed. Having no difficulty offering suggestions my wife had been
eyeing a new season product that was being advertised.

Venturing to the Takapuna PP store I was immediately struck by the lack of customers for a
Saturday and the incredible range and volume of stock in the shop. Unable to find the product I
was looking for I sought assistance. The pleasant lady apologised and explained all the new
season stock was in the stock room as they hadn't had time to unpack it. She proceeded to
have a quick look for the appropriate box and to my amazement when she opened the door to
the stock-room there were boxes floor to ceiling. Within a short period she returned asking me to
come back in a week or two when the new stock should be unpacked and on display.

Two weeks later I returned to the shop and that stock was still not on the shelves - stock that is
new season and being promoted. I was intrigued. Being somewhat embarrassed this was my
second visit the shop assistant proceeded to the stock-room to locate the item. Positioned for an
update view of that room upon her entry the door swung open and...low and behold, just as
much stock if not more - perhaps 30-40 boxes. This was poor inventory management. After a
good 10 minutes the mostly embarrassed but still pleasant lady parted with the news the stock
could not be located as there were just too many boxes and recommended I venture up to the
Albany store as she was certain they would have it on the shelf.

So the following weekend my wife and I did just that…and we were stunned to discover
Pumpkin Patch Albany was no different – although very busy with plenty of customers a stock-
room full of new season clothes and an assistant that could not locate the elusive item - assured
to be in the boxes...somewhere. She was apologetic and all too busy to spend further time
looking. Determined not to be beaten, my wife found a discounted item to satisfy the need,
although not a new season item.

Utterly amazed by this situation at checkout I sought to understand the situation more.
Somewhat frustrated by my police-like questioning, the lady said they were just too busy to get
the new season stock onto the shelves. Having reminded her those items are in catalogues and
being promoted I asked had they informed management at HQ of this situation - to which she
replied "you try telling them - I can give you the details of the rep for the region if you like”.

That was all I needed. I went straight home and threw the research in the bin. Pumpkin Patch
obviously had a poor retailing culture and had not refined the retailing model on its own home
turf; a terrible situation for a retailer expanding rapidly internationally. The product was good
back then but efficient inventory control is imperative, regardless of whether the channel to
market is physical store or online. Amazon and other online retailers are destroying those who
don’t get it right. And you have no business growing offshore if this isn't the case. Here’s a look
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at that rapid store growth leading up to the peak:

By July 2015 total stores had reduced to 186 with all stores in the UK and US closed. Getting
new season higher margin stock on the shelves efficiently is imperative and for it to be sitting in
the back of a shop for many weeks after being received and while being promoted is
inexcusable. I’ve covered retailing operations in the U.S. that dispatch one or two boxes to
shops every day - manageable for the shop staff who must get that onto the shelves that day.
Interestingly, short time later my wife visited the same Takapuna store to view and try an item
being advertised online, only to be told if it’s not in the shop then they don't stock it as not all
products on the website are available in the stores. Another warning sign, not that I needed
more.

Net profit of $26 million in 2010 declined to a $1.9 million loss in 2011. By July 2012 that had
escalated to a $27.6 million loss as a result of booking $40 million in ‘reorganisation' costs. On
that years Income Statement the company had tried to gloss over this non-recurring expense by
also showing a ‘Profit from continuing operations’ of $10.4 million. It’s delusional to think $40
million of costs are irrelevant to owners of the business - particularly when those costs often
result from previous poor decisions. The accounting standards fail investors for allowing an
adjusted profit figure on a GAAP Income Statement.

Pumpkin Patch’s sales had peaked at $413 million in 2009 . For the 8 years from 2008 to July
2016 the company had reported a cumulative net loss of $62 million. Total debt had risen to $71
million by July 2011. Volatile inefficient low margin retailing and rising debt is a toxic mix.  

As a customer, you can sometimes have a better understanding of the issues inherent in a
company than the CEO - who is ultimately responsible for all aspects of the operation but can
be out of touch with the customer experience. The investing public has the opportunity to
conduct this type of research into companies. If you can establish that poor customer
experience is not an isolated case then it doesn't matter what the accounts show or what the
CEO/CFO tells you.

To finish on a less serious note - although all too often factual: The CEO isn't paid the highest
salary in the company to tell you 'this baby's going down'. Even when they are aware of deep
issues being candid is not on the agenda. The tales are legendary and regular – ‘we have a
constructive relationship with our banks’ (read, our bankers are closing in on us but for now our
heads are above water) – ‘we are taking action to address the weaknesses and expect to see
the results of that coming through over the next year’ (read, get ready for more surprises) – ‘we
are restructuring now to address the issues’ (read, we don't know what the hell we are doing so
let's restructure).

Unfortunately, many shareholders/owners are captivated by such 'talk from the top’ and in little
position to verify it. For example, companies like Pumpkin Patch are often pushed into
receivership by their bankers yet shareholders/owners are not privy to the banking covenants in
place; covenants that impose financial restrictions and minimum performance benchmarks. This
situation should not be the case given what's at stake for the shareholders/owners. If
shareholders/owners know how close their company may be to breaching covenants they could
perhaps take steps to change course through the appointment of new and appropriate
leadership.

James Clague 
Founder & Funds Manager 
Pacific Wealth Creators Ltd
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